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1994:   600km above the Earth...

Fishman et al. 1994, Science, 264, 1313  
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Relativistic avalanche (Gurevich 1992):
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Most ionization produces 
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Positron and gamma-ray feedback

Dwyer 2003, GRL, 30, 2055  



Terrestrial gamma-ray flashes viewed from space

Grefenstette et al. 2009, JGRA 114, A02314
     RHESSI TGF map, 38 degrees inclination

Fishman et al. 1994, Science, 264, 1313
                     CGRO/BATSE  



TGFs from space have RREA spectrum

Dwyer & Smith 2005,  GRL 32, L22804 

Spectral distortion
from Compton scattering:
thundercloud altitudes
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Why so bright? (many seeds!)

image credit: Scientific American 



Ground events: stepping vs. TGF

Left:   downward stepped leader event
Right: downward TGF event (rocket triggered)

Summed data from multiple scintillators at Camp Blanding, Florida, USA
Courtesy of Eric Grove, U.S. Naval Research Laboratory
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Primary questions for observations
of terrestrial gamma-ray flashes

Why do they occur in only a small fraction
    of lightning flashes?

What conditions favor their production?

Are they a radiation hazard to people on
    aircraft or in certain areas on the ground?

Is there a continuum of behavior with
    lightning stepped-leader x-rays? 



  

Observational challenges

Short duration

Enormous dynamic range from nearby to distant    
    events

Sensitivity to prompt gammas, neutron flux, 
    radioactive air left behind (positron annihilation) 
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THOR detectors
1:  12”x6”x4.5”  plastic scintillator
      Glows – stepped leader x-rays – neutrons – 
      distant TGFs – upward TGF reverse beams



  

Digital dosimeter development is a separate 
program but will enhance THOR science.

1cm3 scintillator
+ photodiode

Bare photodiode
(direct ionization
detection) CSAs

~150ms
decay constant

Microcontroller
20Hz
sampling
12-bit ADC

Laptop
“base station”
(charging,
data dump,
time correction)



  

Deployment options for 6 arrays:

NOAA Hurricane Hunter

Japan winter thunderstorms (downward TGFs)
      (stereoscopic?)

Tropical mountain (reverse beam, upward TGFs)

Triggered lightning sites (stereoscopic?)

Ad hoc for others’ major campaigns worldwide


